3 CSM-lig Approach CSM-lig is an efficient machine learning approach for assessing and comparing protein-small molecule affinities from solved structures. The method calculates structural features using the CSM algorithm [18] (called signatures) that together with experimental data are used as evidence to train and test predictive models.
A series of graph-based signatures can be achieved by modelling proteins/small molecule recognition as atomic graphs. The CSM algorithm will then extract distance patterns between its components as described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1
Cutoff Scanning Matrix (CSM) calculation
for all Ligand i ∈ (LigandSet) do
3:
LigandP ocket = extractLigandPocket(Ligand)
4:
6:
for all Class ∈ (AtomClass) do 8:
j + +
10:
distM atrixIntra ← calculateAtomicPairwiseDistIntra(LigandP ocket)
11:
for all Class ∈ (AtomClass) do 13:
14:
:
16:
The Algorithm receives a set of protein-ligand complexes, a set of atom classes and distance cutoffs (minimum, maximum and a cutoff step). The ligand pockets are extracted and a cummulative distribution of atoms within each distance (based on the cutoff parameters) is calculated per atom class. The distances are calculated separately in two components: intra-pocket distances, which aim to model pocket geometry and physicochemical properties and inter-complex distances, which aim to account for protein-ligand interactions. After this process, a set of ligand properties (Table 1 of Supplementary Material) are calculated and appended to the signatures.
